










University m New Hampshire
i^ibrary
Cover: Kimball Public Library, as it looked vihen "Bub" Reynolds lived
there.
The Selectmen this year wanted to recognize the citizens
who volunteer their time and expertise to the betterment of
the town. We chose to honor one resident who exemplifies the
volunteer spirit and civic pride.
His list of service includes:
16 years on the Atkinson Fire Department, of which
3 years were as the Fire Chief
3 years on the Municipal Budget Committee
7 years on the Atkinson Planning Board
3 years on the Conservation Commission
^ years on the Atkinson Board of Selectmen, of which
S were as Chairman
Currently serving his second year on the Building Needs
Committee
In gratitude, the Town respectfully dedicates the 1987
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SELECTMEN'S OFFICE - 36E-5E66
Office Open: Monday - Friday, 9 a.m. to ^ p.m.
TOWN CLERK - 362-^980
TOWN OFFICIALS
Representatives to the General Court
The Honorable Natalie Flanagan
The Honorable Raymond E. Gourdeau
HODERATOR





Roger R. Stork, Chairman 1988






































Dale A. Childs, Chairman 1987
















Smokey Seckendorf End Lieutenant


























































Spec la l Officers
Dale Childs
Diane Kinney









































SURVEYORS OF WOOD AND LUMBER
Martin Feuer 1987
Chet Ladd 1987




Jane E. Cole - Selectmen's Assistant
Leslie Plante - Bookkeeper (Resigned)
Christine Scanlon - Bookkeeper
Christine Garvey - Municipal Secretary
Jill Edgecomb - Deputy Town Clerk
Karen Poirier - Deputy Town Clerk
Nicholas Anastasi - Tax Clerk
LIBRARY STAFF
Betsey S. Kent Director






STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED
Appropriations:
Total appropriations - Town Departments * 9S7,295.00
Total appropriations - Special Articles 1 , 157,g66.00
Total Town Appropriations $E,08H,6E3.00
Sources of Revenue
Taxes:
Resident taxes * 31,020.00
Yield taxes 900.00
Interest and penalties on taxes 8,100.00
Inventory penalties 2,000.00
Land Use Change Tax 110,000.00
From State:




Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 370,000.00
Dog licenses 3,500.00
Business licenses, permits, and filinr ^s 36,000.00
Fines and forfeits 7,500.00
Charges for Services:
Income from departments
Rental of Town property 23,000.00
Cable TV 2,500.00
Miscellaneous Revenues:
Interest on deposits 102,000.00
Sale of town property 5,000.00
Other local income (Gift) 700.00
Other financing sources:
Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes 837 jI.OO
Revenue Sharing Fund 21 jIO.OO
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve 12,500.00
Total Revenues and Credits $1,668,^81.00
Net Town Appropriations * ^1^,1'»2.00
Net School Appropriations 2,958,189.00
County Tax Assessments 1^0,388.00
Total of Town, School, and County Appropriations * 3,512,719.00
Deduct Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursements 81,234.00
Add War Service Credits 18,500.00
Ado Ov.rlay 65,79'».00
Property Taxes to be raised * 3,515,779.00
Tax Rate per Department of Revenue Administration $E5.5'»
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
1. Town Hallj Land and Buildings
Furniture and equipment
2. Library/Kimbal 1 House Land and Buildings
Furniture and equipment
3. Police Department, Land and Buildings
Furniture and equipment
^. Fire Department? Land and Buildings
Equipment
5. Highway Department? Land and Buildings
Equipment
























Public Utilities - Electric
Total valuation before exemptions















Net Valuation on which tax rate is computed
614,036.00
$137,657,736.00
STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
Town of Atkinson, New Hampshire
January 1, 1986 to December 31, 1986
SHOWING ANNAUL MATURITIES OF OUTSTANDING BONDS AND LONG-TERM NOTES
ANNUAL REPORT OF TRUST AND CAPITAL RESERVES
Date of
ANNUAL REPORT OF TRUST AND CAPITAL RESERVES
Date of
ANNUAL REPORT OF TRUST AND CAPITAL RESERVES
Date of
ANNUAL REPORT OF TRUST AND CAPITAL RESERVES
Date of
ANNUAL REPORT OF TRUST AND CAPITAL RESERVES
Date of Hdh Balance Nem Fds Balance Balance Balance
Creation Naie of Trust Fund Purpose Invested Beg. Year Created End Year Beg. Year Incoae Expended End Year
CEMETERY TOTAL $18,135,00 $100.00 $18,E35.00 $12,777.80 $3,Il'i.81 $'•54.05 $15,'i38.56
HoK Balance Net* Fds Balance Balance
Purpose Invested Beg.Yr. Created Withdrawals End of Yr Beg. Year
Date
Created Naie of Fund Incoae Expended
Balance
End of Yr
01/01/79 Williaa C Todd
01/01/79 Uilhas C Todd
01/15/79 Hhittaker Fund
01/15/79 Whittaker Fund
Town Poor E124S $0.00 10.00
Town Poor 123000E91 $1,000.00
ToMn Poor im\ $0.00 $0.00













0'i/15/33 Atk. Police Dept
04/06/79 Atk. Fire Dept
Atk. Fire Dept.
Cap. Res 025000395 $5,000.00 $8,000.00 $4,000.00 $9,000.00 $6,700.33 $1,062.83 $5,639.90 $2,123.31
Cap. Res 025000949 $15,000.00 $60,000.00 $17,000.00 $58,000.00 $39,485.78 $3,883.80 $35,000.00 $8,369.58
Cap. Res 192 Shares
BankEast Stock No cash value - Stock received when Mutual bank converted to Stock bank.
TOTAL $21,500.00 $68,000.00 $21,000.00 $68,500.00 $47,050.92 $5,185.62 $40,689.90 $11,582.64
REPORT OF THE COHHON TRUST FUND INVESTMENTS
No.
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, i986
Town of Atkinson, New Hampshire
Debits




Balance of Unredeemed Taxes -
Beginning Fiscal Year
Taxes Sold To Town During
Current Fiscal Year*
Subsequent Taxes Paid
Interest Collected After Sale
Redemption Costs
TOTAL DEBITS
$6,963.18 $2, 74 ^ 31 $-
9,984. 13
188. 12 840.77 984.53
ilO, 172.23 $7,803.95 $3,729.84
Credit
Remittances to Treasurer During Year:
Redemptions $4,741.37 $4,624.10 $2,745.31 $-
Interest & Costs After Sale
Abatements During Year
Deeded to Town During Year
Unredeemed Taxes -













Taxes committed to Collector
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes




























Land Use Change Tax
Interest Collected
Penalties on Resident Taxes
Abatements Made During Year
Property Taxes
Uncollected Taxes December 31, 1986
(As Per Collector's List)
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes

















Uncollected Taxes - As of January 1, 1986
Property Taxes S 201,105.13
Resident Taxes 2,130.00




Delinquent Property Taxes 4,032.52
Penalties Collected On
Resident Taxes 172. 00
TOTAL DEBITS $ 209,479.65
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Property Taxes $ 201,090.13
Resident Taxes 1,850,00
Land Use Change Taxes 1,400.00
Interest Collected 4,032.52
Penalties Collected 172.00
Abatements Made During Year
Property Taxes 15.00
Resident Taxes 920. 00
TOTAL CREDITS $ 209,479,65
Costs Collected During 1986 $ 602.20
Tax Sale March 8, 1986 $ 21,827.37
4,231.98
9,984. 13
Remittance to Treasurer $3,650,262. 19
GRAND TOTAL $3,686,305.67












In Hands of Treasurer $£,363,86^.00 *E,363,86'». 00
Capital Reserve Funds:
Police Department 11,123.00
Fire Department 66,370.00 77, '93.00
Accounts Due the Town:
Due from Capital Reserve 978 . UO 978.00
Unredeemed Taxes:
Levy of 1985 5,235.00
Levy of 198^ 5^339.00 7,57^.00
Uncollected Taxes:
Levy of 1986 311,652.00 311,622.00
Total Assets *2, 761 ,531 .00
Liabi 1 i t ies
Accounts Owed by the Town:
Bills outstanding 105,189.00
Unexpended Balance of Special Appropriations 82,693.00
Unexpended Bonds and Notes 351,319.00
Unexpended Bond Deposits 396,535.00
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds 12,989.00
Yield Tax Deposits (Escrow Account) 298.00




Total liabilities and Fund Balance $2,761,531.00
statement of Receipts
Local Taxes:
Property taxes - 1986 *3,S97,512.9A
Resident taxes - 1986 31,630.00
Yield taxes - 1986 873.75
Property & yield taxes - previous years SOI, 090. 13
Resident taxes - previous years 1,850.00
Interest on delinquent taxes 6,855.38
Penalties - resident taxes S31.00
Tax sales redeemed 21,827.37
Land Use Change Tax - current 8. prior years 129,850.00 $3,691,720.57
Intergovernmental Revenues - State:
Shared Revenue 12^,35^.00
Highway Block Grant 50,678.00 175,032.00
Licenses and Permits:
Motor vehicle permit fees ^00,78^.00
,- 2,9*^5.00
BusinesHfcenses, permits and filing fees ^^>581.00 ^^8,310.00
Charges for Services:
Income from departments 8,^68.00









Withdrawal from Capital Reserve ^°'*',^'„
Interest on investments of Revenue Sharing Funds 2,217.22
Interest on Bicentennial Funds ^-M^2k
13,021.96
Non-Revenue Receipts:
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes 2,^00,000.00
Proceeds of Long-Term Bond 717,261.00
Yield tax security deposits m^ 3,117,559.8^
Total Receipts from All Sources
7,585,070.84
Cash on Hand, January 1, 1986
1 ,2^*1 ,215.96






1986 1986 Over 1987
Articles Carry Over Appropriation Expended Balance Spent Carryover
5't00.27 Pope Road Field t6,000.00 $5,500.00 $500.00
5^00.31 Ceaetery Water $800.00 $800.00
5400.38 Town Bldg, Study $'i,01i.00 $113.50 $3,908.50 $3,908.50
5500.18 Fire Dept. Tanker $10e. 103.00 $106,103.00
5500.15 Tosn Road Study $10,000.00 $8,068.50 $1,937.50 $1,937.50
5500.17 fleple five $8,668.98 $80.00 $8,588.98 $8,588.98
5600.83 Town Hall $337,861.00 $318,H30.'t6 $584,330.54 $584,830.54
5600.86 Land-Acadeay Ave $1,000.00 $395.00 $605.00 $605.00
5600.88 Trash Disposal $7,000.00 $6,736.41 $863.59
5600.89 Study - Acadeay Ave $800.00 $800.00
5600.30 North Sroad«ay $5,000.00 $11,483.64 $6,483.64 ($6,483.64)
5600.31 Sawyer Ave Intersecuon $10,000.00
5600.38 Christine Or $54,000.00 $35,398.01 $18,607.99 $13,607.88
5600.33 Sunset Dr $59,000.00 $89,103.76 $89,896.84 $29,896.84
5600.34 Sander $8,460.00 $8,310.00 $150.00 $150.00
5600.35 Cruiser $17,000.00 $15,619.80 $1,380.80
5600.36 Media Center $8,150.00 $7,416.66 $733.34 $733.34
5fc00.37 Headstone Repairs $1,000.00 $80.00 $980.00 $980.00
5600.38 Ceaetery Developaent $89,000.00 $81,750.00 $7,250.00 $7,850.00
5600.39 rtaster Plan $15,000.00 $6,000.00 $9,000.00 $9,000.00
5600.40 Library Septic $7,500.00 $7,850.00 $850.00 $250.00
5600.41 F.D.Fuel Tanks $17,000.00 $16,500.00 $500.00
5600.42 F.D. Capital Reserve $60,000.00 $60,000.00
5600.43 P.O. Capital Reserve $8,000,00 $8,000.00
5600.44 Copy Hachine $4,500.00 $4,500.00
5600.45 SERCSSHD Dues $5,595.00 $5,595.00
5600. ')6 Rockinghas Hospice $500.00 $500.00
5600.47 Vic Geary $1,500.00 $1,500.00
Totals $189,581.98 $1,157,866.00 $679,161.74 $603,309.88 $6,483.64 $595,042.88






















I hereby certify that the ab /e is orrect according












D. Spur ling, Selectman
C. George, Selectman
R. Stork, Selectman Chairman
B. Snicer, Selectman









J. Rafferty, Assistant Treasurer
L. Jette, Town Clerk
J. Edgecomb, Deputy Clerk
K. Poirier, Deputy Clerk
L. Butler, Deputy Clerk
J. Anastasi, Tax Collector
N. Anastasi, Tax Clerk
C. Ladd, Town Forester
P. Jolin, Budget Clerk
C. Patuto, Budget Clerk
D. Childs, Budget Clerk
E. Garvey, Budget Clerk
L. Plante, Budget Clerk
J. Cole, Budget Clerk
































































































A. Sabatinoj Supervisor Chairman
S. Stork, Supervisor
M. MacDonald
5. Malone, Ballot Clerk
D. Austin, Ballot Clerk
T. Enos, Ballot Clerk
L. Jette, Ballot Clerk
M. Mackie, Ballot Clerk
C. Matson, Ballot Clerk
E. Rogers, Ballot Clerk
B. Rollins, Ballot Clerk
L. Adams, Counter



















































































R. H. Morelli, Sexton
V. Morelli, Labor










M. Turel 1 , Labor
L. Butler, Labor




D H Morelli, Equipment
R H Morelli, Equipment
V Morelli, Equipment













































































Building Materials & Supplies
Mi seel laneous
Other Professional Services


























































































Labor - W. Lesl ie
Labor - R. Morel li




































































































H. Seckendorf, Building Inspector
R. Jonesi Asst. Bldg. Inspector
F. Hellmuth, Acting Bldg. Inspector
G. Sawyer, Acting Bldg. Inspector
J. Miller, Electrical Inspector
G. Sawyer, Acting Elec. Inspector
K. Con ley, Acting Elec. Inspector
J. Canney, Plumbing Inspector
C. Earley, Fire Inspector
F. Hellmuth, Fire Inspector
R. Norris, Fire Inspector
































































R H Morelli, Road Agent
D R Morelli, Asst. Rd. Agt,





























Contract Labor & Equipment:
R H Morel li
V Morel li









































































































































































































D Childs, Animal Control Officer
S Childs, Asst. An. Con. Officer






































































































1985 - Fire Department Tanker
1985 - Town Road Evaluation












Land Acquisition - Academy Ave
Rubbish Removal
Academy Ave. Engineering Study
North Broadway










Fuel Tanks - Fire Station
Capital Reserve - Fire Department






































7 , 4 1 6 . 66
80.00
21,750.00















The overall goal of a budget committee is to prepare and present, to
the townspeople it serves, an honest, realistic and workable budget that
both reflects and fulfills the needs of the Town and the wishes of the
taxpayers.
Honest, realistic and workable - these conditions place an enormous
burden upon a budget committee. Sometimes fulfilling such conditions means
spending a lot of money that a lot of people would rather not spend. Some-
times it means not spending funds that a lot of people feel should be
spent. Such decisions are neither easy nor simple.
Every once in a while, however, a particular budget committee finds
itself faced with a major problem that cannot be solved inexpensively or
easily. Sometimes a problem arises that requires a departure from the
traditional and a foray into the "unknown". Atkinson, not surprisingly,
currently finds itself at just such a juncture. The pivot point to this
juncture is wages.
Atkinson is in the unenviable position of having to confront, at one
time, all of its traditional deficiencies with regard to wages. The town
has a traditionally volunteer/part-time workforce that has customarily been
paid substandard or low-end wages. In a slow economy or an economy that
could supply workers for such an out of the ordinary workforce, such a
system was possible and practical. This is no longer the case. The
regionally booming economy with its' large percentage of two- income
families along with the area's higher wage scales will no longer attract
and retain even minimally qualified people. This has created a two-fold
problem for the town. First, a high turnover rate and a coinciding
inability to locate qualified people to fill various town jobs, especially
clerks and secretaries' positions, has severely hampered the efficient
operation of the town. Second, in an effort to bring their wages up to
acceptable levels, those departments requesting wage increases are
requesting increases far in excess of the three to five percent suggested
by the budget committee as a guide to across the board increases, and, in
most cases, in excess of the ten to fifteen percent being allowed (in some
cases) by the Board of Selectmen.
These two problems will not go away by simply raising a few of the
more critical salaries. That would merely put off the others for another
year while possibly costing more trained people to leave the employ of the
town and opt to join the ranks of those working in the private sector. It
is therefore suggested that the Selectmen and the Budget Committee, with
input from the various departments, move now to upgrade and standardize the
wage scales used by the town. These new guidelines should be fair and
should honestly reflect an effort to bring the wages paid to all of the
towns' employees to equitable, " standardized and consistent levels that are
on a par with similar wage scales in other area towns. Thought should also
be given to studying, and perhaps, adjusting the way in which services are







State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of Atkinson in the County of Rockingham in said
State, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Kimball Public Library Function Room on
Tuesday, the tenth day of March next at ten o'clock in the forenoon to act upon the
articles required to be voted on by official ballot. By vote of the Selectmen, the
polls for the meeting will remain open from ten o'clock in the forenoon until eight
o'clock in the afternoon.
All voters are further notified to meet at one o'clock in the afternoon on the
fourteenth day of March, 19B7, at the Dyke Auditorium of the Atkinson Academy to
act on all other articles in this warrant.
Article 1: To choose all necessary Town Officers for the coming year.
Article S: To see if the Town will adopt the provisions of RSA 7E:37 for the
exemption for the blind from property tax. This statute provides that every
inhabitant who is legally blind shall be exempt each year from the property tax on
a residence to the value of $15,000.00.
Article 3: "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the
planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would re-
quire business activity in commercial districts to take place only in the interior
of a bui Iding. ) ?"
In the chart portion of Section Z510 (Permitted Uses), REPLACE the asterisk
next to "TC/HD" and its legend reference with a superscript #1; REPLACE the double
asterisks in line "w" and their legend reference with a superscript #E; and ADD
superscript #3 to the "Y's" in lines "1 - Retail enterprise," "m - Business
office," and "n -Personal service" under Column "C" . ADD an additional legend
under the chart as follows: "3 - Business in commercial districts must be
conducted in the interior of the building only."
In the chart portion of Section Z520 (Uses Permitted by Special Exception from
the Board of Adjustment), ADD a double asterisk to the "Y's" in line "e -Retail
store," "f - Business office," "g - Personal service," and "n -Other neighborhood
retail business . . . land uses" under Column "TC/HD." ADD an additional legend
under the chart as follows: "** Business must be conducted in the interior of the
building only."
Article 4: "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. E as proposed by the
planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would
delete reference to the maximum floor area measurements allowed for certain busi-
ness ac t i V i t i es . ) ?
"
In the chart portion of Section Z510 (Permitted Uses), DELETE reference to
maximum square footage in lines "1 - Retail enterprise (10,000 sq.f t .max . ) , " "m -
Business office (5,000 sq. ft. max)," and "n - Personal service (5,000 sq . ft.
max.)" under the column entitled "Permitted Uses."
Article 5: "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the
planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would
allow only buildable land to be used in calculating commercial /industrial develop-
ment. )?"
In the chart portion of Section Z530 (Area, Yard, Coverages, Height, and General
Regulations), ADD a superscript #5 to the two (E) mentions of "25'/." appearing in
line "i" under Columns "C-I" and "C" respectively. ADD an additional legend under
the chart as follows: "5-Calculations to be based on buildable land only."
Article 6: "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No h as proposed by the
planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would add
additional specifications to the definition of a bedroom.)?"
REPLACE Section Z300:1-B1 with a new Section 2300:1-81 which reads as follows:
Bl Bedroom. A room in a dwelling unit that can accommodate individuals for
sleeping. With the exception of single-family detached residences, any living
space 80 square feet or larger in size which is not designed to be constructed as a
living room, dining area, kitchen, bathroom, combination utility room/laundry, or
storage/basement shall be considered a potential bedroom in calculating the number
of bedrooms present in a proposed residential building plan.
Article 7: "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the
planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would add
an additional characteristic to the definition of manufactured housing, including
mobi le homes. > ?"
ADD to Section Z300:l-ril the following underlined phrase:
Manufactured housing means any and all forms of modular unitized or prefabricated
housing as well as mobile homes, which are brought to and assembled on a building
site, placed on a permanent foundation and tied into all conventional and necessary
utility systems and which are intended to be used as permanent dwelling units. Such
housing shall be considered a dwelling unit and shall be structural ly indistin-
guishable from conventional housing.
Article 8; "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by the
planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would
modify the circumstances and amount by which fines are levied for violations of the
zoning ordinance to correspond with those measures allowed by state law.)?"
DELETE Section Z1100:l and REPLACE it with a new Section 21100:1 to read as
fol lows:
1100:1 Pursuant to RSA 617:17, any violation of the zoning ordinance, subdivi-
sion regulations, or site development plan review regulations shall be made punish-
able by a fine of $100 for each day that such violation is judged by the court to
continue after the violator receives written notice from the municipality that s/he
is in violation of any ordinance or regulations so adopted under this ordinance.
Article 9: "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7 as proposed by the
planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would add
a definition for "prime wetlands" to the definition section of the zoning ordi-
nance.)?"
P3 Prime wetlands. Prime wetlands are watei—retaining land areas designated by
the New Hampshire Wetlands Board as having one or more of the following character-
istics: (a) very-poorly drained soils and marshland, (b) water-dwelling plant or
animal life which is endangered and/or diverse and/or native to the area, (c) food
chain production which sustains the area and its wildlife, (d) watershed signifi-
cance, (e) historical, archaeological, geological, and/or scientific significance
and/or <f) distinctive landscape. (Reference RSA ^83-A:7.)
Article 10: "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 8 as proposed by
the planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would
replace U. S. Soil Conservation Service Soil Survey sheets, charts, and tables
presently used to map and/or define the characteristics of soils and their rela-
tionship to land development in the town, with a set of High Intensity Soil Map
Standards developed by the Society of Soil Scientists of Northern New England in
1986.)?"
ADD to Section Z^OO (General Provisions) a new subsection Z'tOOsS, the subsection
to read as follows:
^00:5 In all circumstances where a determination of soils characteristics and/or
soils boundaries must be made and utilized in order to comply with land use re-
quirements in the Town of Atkinson, High Intensity Soil Map Standards developed by
the Society of Soil Scientists of Northern New England in 1986 shall be applied.
REPLACE the numbers of all Soil Conservation Service soils map symbols with the
equivalent High Intensity Soil Map symbols in Section Z5S0c and the legend "M" of
Section Z530.
Article 11: "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No, 9 as proposed by
the planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would
eliminate the use of U.S. Soil Conservation Service Soil Survey sheets to deter-
mine wetland boundaries and would replace their use in all wetland boundary deter-
minations with on-site soils survey analyses conducted by qualified soils scien-
tists using High Intensity Soil Map Standards developed by the Society of Soil
Scientists of Northern New England in 1986.)?
DELETE Section Z'^10:3 (Map Showing Wetland Boundaries) and REPLACE it with a new
Section Z^10:3 which reads as follows:
^10:3 Wetland Boundaries.
a. Wetland boundaries shall be determined by a High Intensity Soil Map
showing the results of an on-site soils investigation conducted by a qualified
soils scientist using the Society of Soil Scientists of Northern New England High
Intensity Soil Map Standards. In addition, the results of a visual inspection of
the vegetation and natural features of property extending 100 feet beyond the
boundaries of the on-site survey shall be provided in order to assure fulfillment
of the purposes of this ordinance.
b. The results of an on-site soils investigation of the subject property and
of any visual inspection of property contiguous to the subject property shall be
placed on file with the Planning Board. High Intensity Soil Map Standards will be
available from the U.S. Soil Conservation Service Office in Exeter and shall be on
file with the Planning Board, Town Clerk, and Conservation Commission.
Article 12: "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 10 as proposed by
the planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would
modify the present method of determining minimum lot sizes for building purposes in
wetland areas.)''"
DELETE Section Z^10:7 (Minimum Lot Size) and REPLACE it with a new Section Z^10:7
to read as follows:
'tlO:? Minimum Lot Size.
a. Areas designated as having poorly drained soils may be used to fulfill 25'/.
of the minimum lot size required by town ordinances and subdivision regulations»
provided that the non-wetland area is sufficient in size and configuration to
adequately accommodate all required utilities such as sewage disposal and water
supply? including primary and auxiliary leach field locations.
b. No part of areas designated as having very poorly drained soils or bodies
of water may be used to satisfy minimum lot size.
Article 13: "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 11 as proposed by
the planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would
eliminate the requirement for buffer zones to extend farther than 100 horizontal
feet beyond a wetland boundary in order to meet an elevation of 5 feet.)?"
DELETE the underlined phrases in Section Z^10:9 as follows:
^10:9 Buffer Zones. Buffer zones shall be defined as those areas surrounding
poorly or very poorly drained soils? freshwater marshes* and perennial streams. In
buffer zones? waste disposal and permanent structures shall be prohibited. Buffer
zones shall terminate at 100 horizontal feet from the designated wetland boundary
provided an elevation of 5 feet above the wetland boundary elevation has been
reached. In the event that the 5 foot elevation has not been met at 100 horizontal
feet; the buffer zone shall continue until an elevation of 5 feet above the wetland
boundary elevation has been reached. In no case shal
1
a buffer zone extend beyond
300 hor i zontal feet from a wetland boundary.
Article I't: "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. IE as proposed by
the planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would
permit the temporary placement of a manufactured or mobile home on property where
an existing building has been damaged due to fire, flood? or acts of God.)?"
ADD to Section Z700 (Nonconforming Uses) a new section? Section Z700:^, to read:
700:'!*. Any owner or resident of a home damaged due to fire? flood? or acts of
God may place a manufactured or mobile home or trailer on his/her property during a
rebuilding of such residence. A one-year occupancy permit for residency in the
temporary home or trailer is required and shall be issued by the Building Inspector
after all utility connections are determined to be in compliance with electrical
and sanitary codes.
Article 15: "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 13 as proposed by
the planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment would
permit the temporary placement of a manufactured or mobile home on property where a
new residence is under construction.)?"
ADD to Section Z700 (Nonconforming Uses) a new section, Section Z700:5 to read:
700:5. The Board of Selectmen may issue a six-month occupancy permit for resi-
dency in a manufactured or mobile home or trailer on property where a new residence
is under construction. Such permit shall be subject to renewal for a further six-
month period provided there is substantial progress shown in the construction of
the residence.
Article 16: "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1^ as proposed by
the planning board for the town growth management and timing of development ordi-
nance as follows: (This amendment would reactivate the current Growth Management
and Timing of Development Ordinance upon its termination at the March 10, 1987 Town
Meeting by extending it for another five-year period with certain modifications.)?"
REINSTATE the complete text of Sections GMllO - GME16 with the exception of the
following modifications:
CHANGE references of "RSA, Chapter 31, Section 6Sa" in Sections GM110:1 and
GM1E0:1 to "RSA Chapter 67^:22."
CHANGE references of "three percent (37.)" in Sections GM127:1 and GM210a to "five
percent <5'/.)."
CHANGE reference to "March, 1987" in Section 611128:1 to "March, 1992."
CHANGE reference to "more than six (6) new permits per calendar year" in Section
GMElSa to "more than ten (10) new permits per calendar year."
Article 17: "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 15 as proposed by
the planning board for the town historic district ordinance as follows: (This
amendment would renumber the text of the Historic District Ordinance in accord-
ance with the numbering system currently used for all other planning and land use
regulations in the Town.)?"
DELETE the current numbering system used in the Historic District Ordinance of
the Town and REPLACE it with the same system adopted in 1986 for other planning and
land use regulations of the Town.
Article 18: "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 16 as proposed by
the planning board for the town historic district ordinance as follows: (This
amendment would modify the Zoning Ordinance Map of March 11, 1986 by extending the
boundary lines of the current Historic District (HD) to encompass the boundary
lines of the entire Town Center (TO District.)?"
DELETE the only sentence appearing under the "Historic District Boundaries"
section of the Historic District Ordinance and REPLACE it with the following
sentence:
The bounds of the Historic District shall include all Town Center zones as shown
on the March 11, 1986 Zoning Map.
Article 19: "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 17 as proposed by
the planning board for the town building code ordinance as follows: (This amendment
would broaden the scope of local ordinance requirements regarding electrical
instal lations.
)
In Section BC630 (Electrical wiring), ADD all phrases which are underlined,
DELETE all phrases which are bracketed, and ADJUST the lettering sequence as shown
in the following text:
630. Electrical wiring.
630:1 Electrical wiring installed in any new building or installed or ex-
tended during any construction, alteration, or remodeling of any building shall
conform to and comply with all local ordinances and with the regulations and amend-
ments to regulations of the National Board of Fire Underwriters, said regulations
known as the National Electrical Code.
a. There shall be no less than two EO-amp kitchen circuits, and each circuit
serving the counter area shall have no more than two duplex receptacles.
b. Receptacle outlets in kitchens, dining rooms, and dining areas [garages,
and outside outlets] shall be supplied by 20-amp circuits iji addition to those
specified in "a" above and shall have no other outlets.
c. A furnace safety switch shall be located in a room other than the furnace
room.
d. Ground rods shall be at least 8 feet in length [wherever possible].
[e. There shall not be more than eight outlets and/or lights per 15-amp unit.]
Ei. ftl i panelboards and distribution centers remote from service equipment
shal 1 contain a main disconnect
.
f. Any room in a new home that is to be left unfinished at the time of the
final inspection shall have at least one outlet on a single circuit. Any room or
wall that is substantially finished shall be wired, and this shall include one-half
(1/2) height walls.
g. Electricians wiring a new home shall print their name and/or company on
the main panel and shall label every circuit in the panel.
h. Residential dwel lings shal 1 have no lighting outlets connected to more
than a 15-amp ra ted circuit .
i . With the exception of specific purposes i such as an air conditioner,
bedroom outlets shal 1 not be greater than a 15-amp circuit .
i . Interior and exterior stairs and steps shal 1 have adeguate 1 iqhtinq.
k. Upon the installation of inground pools, above-ground pools, and storable
pools, any wiring in the vicinity of said pools must be upgraded to comply
with the National Electric Code.
Article 20: To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 72:1-C
which authorize any town or city to elect not to assess, levy and collect a
resident tax.
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 21: To see if the Town will vote to increase the salary of the Tax
Collector from *1,500 to *3,000 annually.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 22: To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town charges
during the ensuing year and make appropriations for same.
Article 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of
Twelve Thousand Dollars ($12,000.00) to upgrade and modify the Atkinson Fire
Department's communications systems; such funds to come from the Revenue Sharing
Fund established under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972
as amended
.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 2^: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of
Ten Thousand Six Hundred Twenty Dollars ($10,620.00) to purchase a new sander for
the highway department; $1,0^7.89 plus interest to come from the Revenue Sharing
Fund established under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972
as amended, and the balance to be raised by tax dollars.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 25: By Petition: "To see if the Town will instruct the Board of Selectmen
to determine the cost of each of the following:
1. To restore and renovate the "Grange Hall", situated on Town land on Academy
Avenue, into a multi-purpose community/meeting hall for the use of the
Townspeople.
2, To preserve and renovate the first floor of the "Grange Hall", situated on
Town land on Academy Avenue, into an open meeting hall for the use of the
Townspeople and to stabilize but not renovate the second floor of the
building .
"
Article 26: By Petition: "To see if the Town will raise and appropriate Ten Thou-
sand Dollars ($10,000.00) to defray the cost of any architectural/engineering
studies involved in determining the cost of renovating the "Grange Hall", situated
on Town land on Academy Avenue, into a community/meeting hall."
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten
Thousand Dollars ($10,000, 00) to demolish the old Atkinson Town Hall.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article E8: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund to
reevaluate the town, and to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars
($50,000. 00) to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund established for that purpose.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 29: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of Sixty Thousand
Dollars ($60,000.00) to be placed in the Fire Department Capital Reserve Fund es-
tablished for the purpose of updating Fire Department equipment.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 30: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of
Fifty Five Thousand Dollars ($55,000.00) to refurbish Fire Pumper No. 76, such
funds to come from the Capital Reserve Fund established for the purpose of updating
Fire Department equipment.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 31: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of
Nine Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($9,500.00) for repairs to the Library/Fire Sta-
tion parking lot, including $9,000. to seal the cracks in the parking lot and $500
to restripe the parking lot.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 32: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of
Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00) to replace the roof on the Kimball House,
repair the Kimball House bulkhead, and update electrical wiring in the Kimball
House basement.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 33: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of
Three Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($3,500.00) to replace the wooden embankment in
front of the Library with granite curbing.
Budget Committee recommends $2,000.00
Article 3A: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of
Six Thousand Dollars ($6,000.00) to install and monitor a burglar/fire alarm system
in the Kimball House and Kimball Public Library.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 35: By Petition: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Fourteen Thousand Six Hundred and Fifty Two Dollars ($11^,652. > for the
purpose of opening to the public the Atkinson Police Station for seventy (70) hours
per week to include Police services and local dispatching."
Budget Committee recommends $7,500.00
Article 36: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of
Sixteen Thousand Eight Hundred Sixty Five Dollars ($16,865.00) to purchase a new
fully equipped cruiser for the police department as specified, $11,000 plus inter-
est to come from the Capital Reserve Fund established to update Police Department
equipment, and the balance to be raised by tax dollars.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 37: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell by
sealed bid the old 19B5 police cruiser.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 38: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of
Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($7,500,00) to install and equip a new artesian
well for the Gibbs, Pratt, and Police Station properties on Academy Ave.
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 39: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of
Four Thousand Six Hundred Sixty One Dollars ($^,661.00) to construct and equip
kennels to house and maintain stray dogs as required in RSA ^65-107.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article ^0: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of
Sixty Seven Thousand Five Hundred and Forty Five Dollars ($67,5^5.00) to resurface
Salem Road.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article ^1: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of
Thirty Eight Thousand Seven Hundred Forty Seven Dollars <$38,7'»7.00) to resurface
Scottsdale Road.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article ^2: By Petition: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
up to the sum of Twenty Two Thousand One Hundred Twenty Seven Dollars ($SE,1S7.00)
to resurface Hilldale Avenue to the Haverhill line."
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article ^3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of
Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) to repair and resurface the pad on which
road sand is stored and the entrance road to the Town Garage.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 4^: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of
Eight Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety Dollars ($8,990.00) to purchase an updated
communications system for the new Town Hall.
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article ^5: To see if the Town will vote to accept $2,580.00 in Bicentennial
Cook Book Funds to be used to refurbish the stained glass windows to be placed in
the new town hall.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article ^+6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of
Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) for the purpose of conducting two roadside clean-
up days in Atkinson, one to be held in the Spring and the other in the Fall.
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article ^7: To see if the Town will vote to accept Washington Road as a Town
road.
Article 'B: To see if the Town will vote to accept Wason Lane as a town road.
Article ^9: To see if the Town will vote to accept Coventry Road, Phase I , as a
town road.
Article 50: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey the
following parcels of lands - conveyed to the Town as a condition of subdivision
approval - back to their former owners:
a. Off Westside Dr - Map 17, Parcel 29-6
b. Mosher land - Map 5» Parcel 50
c. Hotchkiss land - Map 19, Parcel ^9-12
Article 51: To see if the Town will vote to accept $100 in perpetual care funds
for the Peaselee lot in the Old Cemetery.
Article 52: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for,
accept and expend, without further action by the town meeting, money from the
State, federal or other governmental unit or a private source which becomes
available during the fiscal year, in accordance with the provisions of RSA 31:95-b.
Article 53: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to transfer
tax liens and convey tax title property by deed as they deem appropriate, pursuant
to RSA 80: '+2.
Article 5^: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town Treasurer, with the
approval of the Selectmen pursuant to RSA 33:7 and 33:7a or otherwise, to hire such
sums of money as the Town will need in anticipation of taxes.
Article 55: To hear reports of the Town officers and committees and act upon same
and transact any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
Article 56: To see if the Town will ratify the acceptance of the deed from the
Atkinson Grange releasing the reverter clause of the original deed.
Given under our hands and seal this twenty-second day of February in the year







TOWN OF ATKINSON. NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMMENTARY LETTER
December 31, 1985
We have examined the financial statements ot the various funds and
account groups of the Town of Atkinson, New Hampshire for the year ended
December 31, 1985 and have issued our report thereon, dated January 2^,
1986. As part of our examination, we reviewed and tested the Town's system
of internal accounting control to the extent we considered necessary to
evaluate the system as required by generally accepted auditing standards.
Under these standards, the purpose ot such evaluation is to establish a
basis tor reliance thereon in determining the nature, timing, and extent of
other such auditing procedures that are necessary for expressing an opinion
on the financial statements.
The objective of internal accounting control is to provide reasonable,
but not absolute, assurance as to the safeguarding of assets against loss
from unauthorized use or disposition, and the reliability of financial
records for preparing financial statements and maintaining accountability
for assets. The concept of reasonable assurance recognizes that the cost
of a system of internal accounting control should not exceed the benefits
derived and also recognizes that the evaluation of these factors neces-
sarily requires estimates and judgment by management.
ihere are inherent limitations that should be recognized in consid-
ering the potential effectiveness of any system of internal accounting
control. In the performance of most control procedures, errors can result
Iroir. misunderstanding of instructions, mistakes ot judgment, carelessness,
or other personal factors. Control procedures whose effectiveness depends
uuon segregation of duties can be circumvented intentionally by management
will, respect to the estimates and judgments required in the preparation ot
financial stateraonts. Further, projection of any evaluation of internal
accounting control to tuture periods is subject to the risk that the
procedure may become inadequate because of changes in conditions and that
the aeeree of com.piiance with procedures may deteriorate.
Such s+udy and evaluation disclosed the following conditions that we
believe to De material weaknesses.
PRKVIOUS AUDIT KKCOMIIEHDATIOKS
The following conditions were noted during our previous engagement for
th^i year ending December 31, 1984;
Road Bonds
For the past three years, we have made several recommendations rela-
tive to road performance bonds. We noted during the current examination
that all new performance bonds have been turned over to the Treasurer for
custody in response to our prior recommendation. However, all continuing
bonds which existed at December 31, 1984 are still under the control of the
Board of Selectmen. Approximately $55,000 of road bonds are not recorded
in the Town's financial statements at year end because they are not
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recorded in the Town's name. We believe that the Town is "at risk" for
these bonds which are not in the name of the Town because the Town may not
be able to invoke the performance bonds without legal action. Therefore,
we, again, recommend that the Town review the legal status of these road
performance bonds with your legal counsel.
Town Clerk
Ve previously recommended that the Town Clerk close out her checking
account and make deposits directly to the Treasurer's bank account. Ve
understand that the Town Clerk is now depositing directly to the Treasu-
rer's account. We commend her for her action in this regard.
Trust Funds
Ve made several recommendations regarding the consolidatio:. of indivi-
dual savings accounts in our prior commentary letters. No act!"-; was taken
on this recommendation. Ve also recommended that the trust.es consider
disposing of certain bank stock investments which were received in prior
years and establish capital reserve funds for same. Ve understand that the
trustees are reviewing this recommendation for possible implementation.
Hiring of Police by Outside Parties
Ve understand that the Town implemented our prior recommendation
concerning outside police details. Ve commend the board of selectmen and
the police chief for their prompt action to our recommendation.
Kimball Library
Ve made several recommendations concerning library financial opera-
tions in our prior commentary letter. A representative of the Board of
Selectmen and Library Trustees have been meeting during the year to con-
sider our recommendations. However, the Kimball Library Trustees decided
to maintain control over their financial affairs with the exception of
payroll processing. As of January 1, 1986, all payroll processing will be
consolidated in the Selectmen's office. Ve commend the Trustees for their
action.
Ve would like the Library Trustees to reconsider our prior recommenda-
tion concerning the consolidation of the other disbursement functions
within the Selectmen's office. Our review of library disbursements for the
current year disclosed the following weaknesses in internal accounting
controls:
* Paid invoices do not indicate any independent approval as to
price, quantity received, etc.
* Cash disbursements/cash receipts journals were not totaled for
the year.
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* Expenses in the money market accounts are charged to "trustees
expenses category". To complete the financial statements for the
Town, we must analyze these expenditures and reclassify to the
proper categories.
t Payroll time sheets are not approved by an independent party
before payment is made.
Bi-centennial Fund
We recommended that Town officials take action to dispose of the Bi-
centennial Fund which was established in 19V6. No action was taken on our
recommendation.
Micro- computers
We made several recommendations regarding the possible purchase of a
micro-computer system in our prior commentary letter. No action was taken
on our recommendation. We want to again recommend consideration of our
recommendation. The growth of town government throughout southern New
Hampshire has required a complete re-evaluation of how town government
operate in the future. We are available to assist town officials to review
current operating systems and make specific recommendations as part of a
separate computer study.
CORREIT YEAR'S KECOMIEHDATIONS
General Fund Undesignated Fund Balance = Deficit
At December .31, 1985, the Town's general fund undesignated fund
balance is a deficit balance of $38,670. Our review of financial opera-
tions disclosed the following factors which have given rise to change in
fund balance from a positive balance of $4ii,858 at December 31, 1984 to a
deficit of $38,6V0.
* Ihe lown requested that the New Hampshire Department of Revenue
Administration use $38,000 of the December 31, 1984 fund balance
to reduce the 1985 tax rate. As a result of this approval, the
Town's adjusted fund balance was approximately S5,000, a danger-
ously low level lor a municipality of your size.
t The Town's projected revenue estimates were too high for motor
vehicle fees and business licenses which resulted in a revenue
shortfall of approximately $49,000.
Ve are extremely concerned about what impact the deficit may make
should the Town be seeking any long-term financing in 1986. The 1986 town
warrant contains a special article to raise and appropriate funds which
will be funded by long-term debt. Usually, the bond market increases the
cost of borrowing when local municipalities are carrying general fund
balance-deficits. In the future, the Town should take "due care" when
preparing revenue estimates for the purpose of establishing local property
tax rates. We cannot stress the importance of a minimum level of fund
balance. Normally, a municipality of similar size should maintain a
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minimum general fund balance of 5% of total appropriations of $40,000
$50,000. To eliminate the deficit, the Town should increase the amount set
aside as "overlay" and reduce revenue estimates for 1986. Ve are available
to assist the Board of Selectmen in this regard.
Payroll Records
Our payroll test disclosed that the Town has not updated employee W-4
forms for several years. As a result, exemptions per W-4 records on file
do not agree with payroll records. We recommend that all employees be
required to fill out a new W-4 Exempt ioTi Form as soon as possible,
Invoice Approvals
Our test of disbursements disclosed that several invoices selected in
our sample did not contain a formal approval for payment by the respective
department head. We recommend that all department heads be required to
approve all invoices for payment before the Board of Selectmen authorize
payment by the Treasurer.
COICLUSIOI
The length and nature of any commentary letter might lead someone to a
negative connotation regarding the Town's financial operations and business
practices. However, the purpose of a letter of this type is to provide
constructive recommendations by a professional independent third party.
We did note many positive aspects of Town management and procedures
which we did not mention.
We would like to acknowledge the assistance extended to us by Town
personnel during the course of our examination. Special thanks should go
to Mrs. Jane Cole, Selectmen's Assistant, Mrs. Leslie Plante, bookkeeper,
Jessie Anastasi, Tax Collector, and Linda Jette, Town Clerk for their
continued cooperation and assistance.





1986 was a very busy year in the life of Atkinson. The highlight of
the year was the finalization of plans and the beginning of construction of
the new Town Hall. Thanks to the hard work and dedication of the Building
Needs Committee, a new home for town government will become a reality in
late spring.
One of the more serious problems we face in town is poor road
drainage. Raymond Morelli, our Road Agent has budgeted heavily in this
area to cure some of the more serious conditions.
The employees of the town have continued to be efficient and conscien-
tious in the v/ay they perform their duties; I thank them very much.
And to the numerous volunteers in Atkinson, I salute you all. These
people put in long hours and work very hard with tremendous dedication.
Unfortunately it is becoming more difficult to fill boards and committees
in town because of a shortage of volunteers. If you feel you can donate a
few hours a month to the town, please fill out the form located at the rear
of this Town Report or see me personally.
Finally, I would llKe to thank Charles George lor the three years of
eKcellent service he gave to the town as selectman. 1 hope he will
continue to be active in town government serving in other capacities.
f would hope in the years to come the Selectmen's Office would remain
as open to the needs of the people as it has in the last few years, and
that the cohesiveness we now enjoy will continue.
Respectfully submitted,






In 1986 we had two major Incidents. One was a helicopter crash at the
h Tie of Gordon Brown on Main Street. No one was injured but the aircraft
v» destroyed, The other was a barn fire on Salem Road owned by Peter
L is. We also had a structure fire on Providence Hill Road at which no
o was home that had moderate damage. The factor that kept it from
b jming a major fire was that it was fully alarmed.
This year, as in the past, the number of medical aid calls continued
t increase, mainly attributable to our increase in population and traffic
t ough town.
The Fire Auxiliary continues to be very helpful. They help supply
c fee and sandwiches at our calls plus they made our annual dance a great
s ;ess.
In 1986 your fire fighters donated more than 7,800 man hours. These
hours are from the fire and medical responses, maintenance on fire
apparatus and training. A breakdown of the 241 calls we responded to is as
follows:





















Ve are fortunate that Atkinson is a small bedroom community, free from
the large city atmosphere that some of our surrounding tovras have. There
are no large shopping centers or industrial complexes presently in Atkinson
either. Because Atkinson is a bedroom community, it is beneficial to the
Police Department for several reasons. First we have no night clubs, bars,
large businesses or ever increasing shopping malls, which tax a Police
Department for all sorts of extra services. Second, since we are not over-
taxed for all these services, we are able to maintain a well trained and
proficient part-time Police Department. This in turn saves the Town quite
a considerable sum of money by not having to establish an expensive full-
time Police Department. Vith our present patrol schedule, we now have a
police officer on active patrol in the cruiser from 7:00 a.m. to midnight
seven days a week.
I am pleased to say that we have one of the best Juvenile Officers and
Trial Prosecutors in this area. Many of the full-time Police Department
can not equal us in these two areas. In 1986, house breaks and vandalism
were at an all-time low. We apprehended one juvenile that was causing most
of our late night problems in the Old Coach Road section of Town, which
included entering cars and other malicious acts.
Our Court log ran about the same as it was in 1985, except for Driving
While Intoxicated (DWI) charges, which were up considerably. This was due
in part to a late night patrol from midnight to 5:00 a.m. once a week on a
rotating basis. This late night patrol is averaging 1.5 arrests per
patrol.
In 1987 we are looking forward to some new and challenging endeavors.
I am going to work very closely with our Juvenile Officer, Sergeant Pat
Judge, in developing new programs for the grammar school children. Young-
sters at this age should have the feeling that Police Officers are their
friends and that we are also there to help them in many areas they may not
have thought possible. At this young learning age, it is of the utmost
importance to instill in their minds that we are not just the person who
will scold them for doing bad things, but someone to turn to when they are
in need of a trustworthy, friendly person.
Another goal I am hoping to take on in 1987, is the opening of the
Police Station from 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. five days a week. I feel this
is way overdue for many reasons. First, we will be able to do our own dis-
patching in Town, which will enable you to talk to someone who is local and
knows our Town and its residents. Second, it will make available to you
Police services such as pistol permits and accident reports. When someone
is in need of a Police Officer, they will know that the Station is open and
auiaeane v;lll be there to help them. From 11:00 p.m. to 9:00 a.m. and on
weekends, our dispatching will continue to be done by the Rockingham County
Sheriff's Department in Brentwood, New Hampshire. I will vigorously
solicit your support for this new (and, I am sure, worthwhile) endeavor
when it comes up for discussion on the Warrant at our Annual Town Meeting
on March 14.
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During 19S7 we will do our best to continue to provide the residents
of Atkinson with the same professional services as has been our policy to
provide in the past. I am always available to any resident at any time by
calling 362-5536 or my home at 362-5627, for any reason - large or small.
I will do ray best to help you in any way 1 can.
Drive defensively, love thy neighbor and make 1987 a sale, memorable
and enjoyable year.
Kespect fully submitted,





Permits issued and estimated construction costs for 1986:
IIPE NUMBER
New Homes of which 12 are for








Change in Use (Seasonal to
Year Round) 1
TOTAL PERMITS ISSUED ~"l50
Condo Units completed this year: 29
Total Construction Costs: $8,588,386,00
Total Building Permits issued in 1986 increased by 2 compared to 1985.
New Home starts this year were down by 9 permits compared to 50 New Home
starts in 1985.
Atkinson continues to show healthy growth in all areas of construction.
New construction costs are over the 8 million mark. There were three
commercial permits Issued. Development began within the Industrial Park
area off Hall Farm Road. This may have a positive effect on our personal
property tax rate. Within 1986 the condominium concept has continued to
expand with the start of the Commons and second phase of the Wright Farm
condos.
Throughout 1986 the Building Inspection Department has enjoyed
efficient communication with the Selectmen, Planning and Board of Adjust-
ment resulting in greater efforts to address concerns affecting the public.
Because Atkinson residents continue to respond in a positive manner in
obtaining proper permits and required inspections, our town remains a safer
community.
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i would like to introduce our new Deputy Building Inspector, Robert
Jones. His knowledge and expertise is an asset to the Building and
Inspection Department.
I wish to thank the residents for their continued cooperation and
support in making 1936 a productive year.
Respectfully submitted,





The Conservation Conunission has continued to work closely with the
other town boards in matters ot concern regarding land use and protection
of our natural resources. Many dredge and fill applications have been
reviewed as the expansion and development continues in Atkinson. Carol
Hall, member of the Atkinson Conservation Commission, has served on New
Hampshire Wetlands Board to represent all local conservation commissions.
This has provided our town with additional representation on the state
level
.
The Atkinson Lions Club completed Phase II of the Big Island Pond
canoe ramp and dock on town conservation land. Without their financial
help and physical labor of many hours, this project would not have been
passible. Town forest land on Big Island Pond has had a recent thinning as
part of the Conservation Commission's timber stand improvement project and
trails exist for passive recreation. We anticipate additional timber stand
improvement projects on other parcels of town forest conservation land
early in 1987.
The commission has investigated the possibility of a prime wetland
program. This would require a significant amount of financial resources
which do not exist at this time and for this reason a commitment to develop
the program has not been made presently. The Planning Board has encouraged








1985 Carryover $1, 938. 11









Special programs 15.50 434. 46
Balance and 1986 carryover $3. 120. 54
Town Forests Accounts:
Savings account $3,389.44









Atkinson's recent population increase has placed additional demands on
the Kimball Public Library. Our excellent and dedicated staff, along with
our hard-working volunteers, have done a terrific Job of providing quality-
service to those who use the library.
This past year there was a great deal of expansion within the library.
Additional shelving for books was added. A new twenty-five drawer card
catalog was purchased with funds received from the 1985 Haunted House and
from the Friends of Kimball Public Library. A media center is currently
being established. A color television was purchased and a videocassette
recorder was generously donated by the Atkinson Lions Club. The cable was
also connected into the Kimball House, The Friends also donated funds to
start a videotape collection. The library also purchased a Canon PC70
microfiche reader-printer and workstation and several thousand niagazines on
microfiche. This enables the library to carry a greater assortment and
more back issues of magazines in less space. This equipment will be of
tremendous value to the many people who use the reference materials. A pay
phone was installed on the lower level for public use. Although the main
part of the library is becoming quite crowded, expansion into the Kimball
House did not take place, due primarily to a concern of the building's
structural soundness. A structural study is currently underway before
further action is taken.
The library's function room was used on an almost daily basis through-
out the year by town organizations, including voting. Planning Board,
Lions, Scouts, Atkinson Grange, Food Co-Op, XYZ and others.
Efforts are being made for the Kimball Public Library to conform to
New Hampshire Library Association standards, which are mandated by the
state. Ve must meet these standards in order to be accredited and to be
eligible for state funds and programs. Towns with a population of 5000 or
over are required to have a library director with a Masters Degree in
Library Science. The NHLA passed a minimum salary resolution stating that
library directors should be hired at a minimum salary of no less than
$17,500 annually, or at a rate of $10.00 per hour for positions requiring
less than full time work. We are fortunate that our current library
director does have an MLS; however, the current salary falls far below the
recommended minimum. Ve hope to Increase the salary to $10.00 by 1988 not
only to conform to NHLA standards, but also to ensure that a qualified
professional continues to fill the position.
In April the library conducted a survey of Output Measures for Public
Libraries. For one week each patron was asked to complete a questionnaire
and offer comments. Survey results determined that people wanted more
evening hours and Friday coverage. Numbers of people using the library
stays fairly constant throughout the year. The materials used during the
summer are for more recreational reading, while during the rest of the year
the emphasis is on reference and research.
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Atkinson joined together with other local tovms to become a "Region of
Readers", This summer reading program, which asked children and adults to
pledge reading time, was well received. The program ended with a produc-
tion of Robin Hood staged by the Hampstead Players, and sponsored by the
Trustees. For the many who attended, it was a chance to see live, profes-
sional theater in Atkinson. Other programs included the pre-school Mother
Goose held weekly during the school year and the elementary read-aloud
program held weekly after school.
A Youth Program was established at the beginning of the summer for
junior high youth in Atkinson with funds provided by the Ruth S. Campbell
Library Fund and a grant from the Jlew Hampshire Charitable Fund. This
program proved to be very successful, with between 20-25 teenagers parti-
cipating on a regular basis during the summer months.
The Friends of Kimball Public Library had a busy year. They sponsored
a community-wide membership drive. In September, they held a Bags, Books,
Bread and Beans Sale. They sponsored a contest for a library logo, which
was imprinted on the tote bags, which are still available for purchase at
the library,
Remember, the Kimball Public Library is here for you, the residents of
Atkinson. Stop by to borrow a book, magazine, record or tape; and check
out the many interesting things which are available. If you are interested
in becoming a volunteer, stop by and introduce yourself. As we expand our
hours which, beginning January 5, 1987, are thirty-five hours weekly,
including three evenings, extra help is always welcome.
STAFF Respectfully submitted,
Betsy Strong Kent
Dot Gordon Paula Polito, Secretary
Muriel Hursch Kimball Public Library












Cash balance, December 31, 1986 $ 231.71
Fines Account
Cash balance, January 1, 1986 $ 254.86
Receipts:
Fines 1,645.96
Interest 39. 17 $ 1,939.99
Disbursements 1, 485. 87
Cash balance, December 31, 1986 $ 454. 12
Income Generating Equipment
Cash balance, January 1, 1986 $ 703.39
Receipts;
Copy machine 1,200.90
Interest $ 64.74 $ 1,969.03
Disbursements 457. 94
Cash balance, December 31, 1986 $ 1,511. 09
Kimball Library Association/Memorial Fund/Grant Money




Disbursements 3. 046. 00




Balance Receipts Expenses Balances





In China, 1986 was the Year of the Tiger. In Atkinson, it was the
year of the curbside trash pick-up, and with it came more problems for the
Animal Control Department. We patrolled on trash days and did pick up many
dogs, but towards the end of the year the budget ran short and patrols had
to be discontinued. While the problem has abated somewhat, it will never
completely disappear. Although the blame is always put on dogs, other
animals such as cats, raccoons, squirrels, foxes, and even crows can rip
plastic bags open. It is best ^ not to put plastic bags out the night
before, as nature's wild creatures have very good little noses and can
detect the smells of delectable garbage for long distances. The trash
problem is not unique to Atkinson, every town or city that has curbside
pick-up has it and none of them will ever eliminate it completely,
regardless of whether they have a full or part-time Animal Control
Department.
Actually, a part-time Animal Control Department can be better than a
full-time one. A full-time Animal Control Officer has set hours five days
a week and can be reached only during those hours by the residents of their
community. Every full-time Animal Control Officer I know has an unlisted
telephone number and can be reached after hours only by the Police
Department. Part-time Animal Control Officers can be reached most any time
and every one of the local ones have a published telephone number. The
only problem with this is that some people abuse this, calling at any hour
of the day and night for things that are far from an emergency. I know of
no Animal Control Officer, including myself, that minds going out for an
emergency, but barking dogs at 3:00 a.m. or raccoons on a porch at 1:00
a.m. are not considered emergencies and can be reported at regular hours.
Animal Control Officers have one of the highest rates of burn-out in the
country. The profession is thankless for the most part, has a very high
turn over rate, and is very hard to fill, even in the case of full-time
departments that offer high salaries. As a part-time department, we do the
best Job possible. Unfortunately, we all have other careers, which are
necessary to live, and must do the Job around these the best way we can.
The significant change in this Department in 1987 results in the pro-
posed warrant article for Town Kennels pursuant to RSA 436-107. Joe and
Lucille deBesche at Trollgaard Kennels are retiring after providing the
Town with facilities to house strays for several years. They have done a
super Job at a cost that has been lower than the cost we were paying when I
started 7 years ago. They have been generous enough to donate a block of
runs to the Town which will result in a savings of at least $3,000.00 in
the initial cost of setting up a facility in Town. The years of dedicated
service they have provided to Atkinson has been greatly appreciated and
will be sorely missed. The warrant article will Include the cost of a
cement pad, stockade fence to enclose the runs, a roof for shelter and
equipment. This is something there is no alternative to. The State Laws
require we have a kennel to house strays which must be licensed by the
State. At present there is no other facility, so the Town has no choice
but to provide a facility of its own. This is not something I am looking
forward to, as it is hard enough to cover all the calls now without having
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a kennel to maintain. -In light of the fact that there are no other options
open at present, it is our only choice. Perhaps at some future time
Atkinson could combine with some other small tovms for a more permanent
facility.
The largest problem this department faces is the same as every year,
and that is how to locate the owners of dogs that are picked up and have no
tags. If vou own a dog, make sure that it has some kind of identification
on its collar, no matter if it never leaves the house. At least once a
month 1 pick up a dog who "never leaves the house". State Law requires all
dogs be licensed each and every year by May 1st., and that tag should be on
the dog, not in a drawer, Any other tags such as a Kabies tag should also
be on the collar. You can never have too much identification.
I would like to thank ray two assistants - my son, Shane, and Fat
Judge, who assists only under duress because we can't find anyone else, but
who does it with a smile. Also thanks go to all the other people who help
keep this department going. If there are any residents interested in this
type ot work, there is always an opening. Anyone interested may apply







It is the function of the Atkinson Recreation Commission to provide
and/or sponsor a variety of recreational activities for townspeople of all
ages.
One of our most popular activities, which is fun for all ages is
Family Day. This year's Family Day attendance was greater than ever.
Jennifer Squire was crowned Miss Atkinson 1986 by the outgoing Queen,
Madeline Reed. Eight contestants were sponsored by various town organi-
zations and provided a "judges nightmare". Thanks to the Grange for their
donation which enabled us to purchase a tiara to be used annually. Games,
delicious food and good music made Family Day more successful than ever.
We strongly encourage more town organizations to help with the development
of future Family Days. It can be a good fund raiser for any club.
Sports activities sponsored this year were baseball, basketball,
football, and tennis. All youngsters are urged to sign up and play their
favorite sports.
Many thanks again to Patty, Carol and "crew" for another wonderful
summer of "Sun n' Fun". More young children enjoyed the program in 1986
than any other year. Thanks also for a very well-run Tennis Tournament.
The town again provided financial assistance for the Senior Citizens'
field trips and outings. Hope they were enjoyed!
The 11th Annual Atkinson Autumn Road Race was held in late fall and
the attendance was disappointing. Ve're open to suggestions regarding
future Road Race plans.
Donations from Designer Homes and the Atkinson Civic Club were used to
purchase a 5-tier bleacher. Many thanks to both for their generosity.













Although the Municipal Dispatch Committee has not had to face any
major problems in 1986, the Committee has worked with the Police and Fire
Departments in an effort to upgrade their present equipment to provide more
efficient dispatching with a very minimum of down time.
The Fire Department is submitting a warrant article for the purpose of
upgrading and modifying its communication systems. Part of the proposed
warrant article for the sum of $12,000 is the $3,500 allocated to procure
and Install a UHF link between the Rotkingham County Sheriff's Department
and the fire base in Town. The link would eliminate one phone line which
presently costs $152 per month, and would therefore pay for itself in two
years. This link should eliminate most of the Fire Department's conimuni-
cation down time. Also included in this warrant article are a new mobile
radio with a repeater which will enable both the Rescue truck a^i the Fire
Chief's truck to communicate with medical facilities such as '-Med at the
Lawrence General Hospital, an antenna and four new portable radios for the
officers. This warrant article has been recommended to the Selectmen and
the Budget Committee by the Dispatch Committee.
While the Police Chief did not present any warrant articles relating
to dispatch to this Committee for its recommendation, there were discus-
sions as to the feasibility of an in-town dispatch versus remaining with
the Rockingham County Sheriff's Department. Discussed in relation to long-
range dispatching needs was the possibility of Plaistow opening its
dispatch to other local towns in the not too distant future.
The ultimate goal of this Committee is to provide a local dispatch,








During 1986, the Atkinson Board of Adjustment met fourteen (14) times
and scheduled sixty-four (64) Public Hearings (including continuances).
This represents a small increase over last year. These hearings were
concerned with requests for:
1. Variances to Atkinson's Zoning Ordinances.
2. Special Exceptions to Atkinson's Zoning Ordinances.
3. Appeals from administrative orders.
4. Home Business Permits.
5. Review for the Court.
Of the scheduled sixty-four (64) requests, thirty-five (35) were
granted, twelve (12) were denied and seventeen (17) were continuances.
The categories for those hearings which resulted in a decision are as
follows:
Appeal of Administrative Decision
Home Business Permit
In Law Apartment
Lot Line, Setback, Frontage
Non-Conforming Use
Review for Court







This year the Planning Board has been very busy. The current boom in
building has made us keep our "noses to the grindstone". Along with our
crowded schedule of sub-divisions and site plan reviews, we also updated
our regulations to keep us current with state and local needs,
This also was the year we had to update the section ot the master-
plan dealing with the growth management and timing of development. Ve
hired the consulting firm of KKG Associates, who did an analysis of the
housing market, municipal expenditures and possible future growth impacts.
To help us understand the direction the townspeople would like to have us
take, we mailed out a survey.
With the input and hard work of all our consultants, experts and board
members, we are presenting several proposed changes. The following arti-
cles will be affected by the proposed changes to the zoning ordinance,
ARTICLES AFFECTED BY PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
THE ZONING, GROWTH MANAGEMENT, AND BUILDING CODE ORDINANCES
NGTE: In the sdjority of cases, the effect that an aaeni§mt nil have on a particular section of the current ordinance is
clearly shoM) wthin the text of tiie aaendient itself. Sections of the current xdinance Nhich appear beloM are leant to
assist in shoMing the effect of a change not fully described Mithin the text of sow of the aaendaents being proposed.
Section Z300:1-B1
61 Bei^oQa. A rooa in a ditelling unit that is used or proposed to be used by individuals for sleeping.
Section Z410:3
410:3 Hap S>»Mr^ Wetland Etxffidaries. Wetland boundaries shall be deteriined frot soil survey field sheets Nhich shoM
the results of the sml survey, referenced in 410:2, and froi the on-site soils investigation of a qualified soils scientist
Mhen required. Soil Survey field sheets Dill be available froi the U.S. Soil Conservation Service Office in Exeter and are
on file Mith the Planning Board, To«n Clerk, and Conservation CoMission. The results of the on-site soils investigation
will be on file wth the Planning Board. 1979.
410:2 (Deleted: Towi ffeeting of Harch 1986. See Section Z300:1,U1.)
300:1, Wl Wetlands. Those areas of the Towi that contain fresh water «arshes, perennial and interaittent streais, and
soils classified as poorly or very poorly drained. Such areas are to be defined by the National Cooperative Soils Survey
conducted by the U.S. Departient of Agriculture Soil Conservatiohn Service, by the New Hampshire Wetlands Board, and by the
on-site soils investigation of a qualified soils scientist if such investigation is required by the Planning Board.
Section Z410:7
410:7 ttiniwi Let Size. /V-eas designated as freshwater iarshes, perennial or interiittent streais, or soils which are




Sectior 520. Uses Periitted by Spaial Exception frot the Board of
Adjustment
PEHIITTEI/ BY 3^IhL aCEPTiOJ
a Excavatiais iSee frt. IV, Z430)
b ivas occupatioi iSee Art. IV, Z450
c Residential use on 1.5 acre density provided soil
conditions render slight x no liiitations to
developtent and londude slqies oi less than BI,
depth to bedrKk greater than 10 ft., depth to high
•ttter table greater than 6 ft., and soils classified
as soil nuibers 12, 26, 42, or 43 as described in the
1973 Atkinson Soil Survey
d Residential use leeting ail residential requir^ts










n Other neighborhood retail business upohn finding by
Plaining Board that such use is in character wth
and not detriiental to other uses peraitted in the
district X to adjoining land uses
Beet i HI Z530
Sections 91110-216
Section 110. En^tient
110:1 PuTEuant to statutory potter vested in the Tow under the New Haipshire RSfl, Chapter 31, Section 62-a*, the Tow
0^ Atkinson hereby establishes a Grotrth Hanaqeaent and Tiling o^ Devel^^iaent Ordinance and Regulations which are set forth
in text and constitute these regulations. These Regulations shall be krawn and cited as the Tow of Atkinson Srotrth
Manageaent and Tiling of Deveit^sent Regulations.
i fk» recodified in Title LXIV, Chapters 672-677, 1983.
Section 120. Inteit
120:1 It is the intent of these &"cwth and Tiling Regulations to provide for the ordffly grotith of Atkinson and to
further the purposes of New Haapshire ISA 3I:62-at.
* to* recodified in Title UiV, Chapters 672-677, 1983.
Section 127. Amial Rate of GroMth
127:1 Not*, therefore, the pt^ulatiwi of the town having increased over the past two decades at too rapid a rate to
provide orderly coMimity developeent, the Totm of Atkinson adepts this trdinance trfiich mil provide for a groirth rate not
to exceed three (3) percent as a percentage increase in a given year. This percentage of increase correspHids with the
rate of grarth in the region over the past decade and represents the toifi's CMiitaent to its fair share of future groirth
in the regirai.
Section 210a. The tow establishes that, through the duration of this gro»(th aanage^nt ordinance, the nuaber of
building periits issued in any one calendar year be set at the whole nuiber representing three percent (31) of ;the nuiber
of duelling units recorded in the tow as of the close of bus;iness on Deceaber 31 of the preceding calendar year.
Sectim 128. Stnset Provisims
1S:1 This ordinance shall terunate at the conclusion of Tow Meeting m March, I9S7, unless appropriate action is
taken to extend this ordinance.
Historic District [>"dinance
Historic District Bouidaries. The bounds of the Historic District shall include the Tow Center :one as it appears on
the March 12, 1985 Zoning Nap.
f.£ -








1. Shopping opportunities SBB
2. Availability of affordable housing 168
3. Trash removal 21^
^, Water quality 167
5. Condition of streets 131
6. Street lighting 17^
7. Enforcement of life and health 19^
safety codes
8. Federal and state mandates and 133
and regulations

































H. Protection offered by the 165
Fire Department
3. Zoning enforcement 6*1
^. Conditions of streets hO
5. Availability of recreation 68
services
6. Shopping opportunities 123
7. Building code enforcement 60
8. Performance of the Town Officials 59
9. Enforcement of life and health B'*
safety codes
10. Water quality 83
11. Street lighting 70
12. Trash removal 106
13. Home health care 30
1^. Efforts of local police to 137
protect you
15. Availability of low income housing 101
16. Property taxes 30
17. Opportunity for citizen 79
participation
18. Snow removal 111













































































7. Atkinson now permits mobile homes anywhere in town if they are located in a
cluster on a parcel no smaller than 10 acres. State law mandates that a town
shall afford reasonable opportunities for the siting of mobile homes in most,
but not necessarily all residential areas.
I would like the town to:
-6E-Set aside limited areas of town where mobile homes are permitted
on individual lots like houses.
-39-Set up areas in town where mobile home parks could be built.
181-Make no change from present zoning regarding mobile homes.
2 No Mobile homes; 1 - mobile homes on 2 acre lots
8. Would you like to have a fire pond in your neighborhood?
-EO'i- Yes -70- No
I. Low Income rental housing
E. Efficiency apartments
3. Family type garden apartments
^ . Mobi le homes
5. "Affordable" condos (Below $125,000)
6. Luxury condos (4200,000 +)
7. Basic starter or retirement homes on
state allowed minimum lot size if off-
site water is provided (1/2 acre)
8. Single family moderately priced homes
homes on minimum land area consistent
with state regulations for water supply
and sewerage control (1 acre)
9. Single family moderate homes on
2-or 3-aCre lots
10. Estates or luxury type single
family homes on large lots
II. Opportunities for all the above
posed
19B& CURRENT USE ASSESSMENTS
19 8 6 CURRENT USE ASSESSMENTS
MARRIAGES RECORDED IN THE TOWN OF ATKINSON
For the year ending December 31, 1986
Date Name of Groom and Bride
April 4 Robert Joseph Long
Muriel Reade Staub
April 12 Paul J. LeBoeuf
Meredith G. Culliford
April 12 Ronald George Lopez
Dianne Paula 0' Connor
April 12 Jason Franklin Woodbury
Elaine Marie Blanchet
April 19 Gordon D. Henderson, Jr.
Vickie J. Vhitteraore
April 20 Allen Arthur Credit
Suzanne Marie Betournay

















May 10 Joseph Francis Micciie.Jr. E. Hampstead, NH
Kathy Ann Shields
May 17 Hal Lloyd Tyree, Jr.
Lisa Aline Perreault
May 23 Jacques Manuel DuPont
Lorraine Marie Toomey















Justice of the Peace
Rev. Eugene A. Murphy
R.C. Priest
Marcel le M.J. Worth
Justice of the Peace
Sev. Bruce W. Col lard
R.C. Priest
Linda S. Jette
Justice of the Peace
Rev. Richard I. Munsey, Jr.
R.C. Priest
Rev. Richard 1, Munsey, Jr.
R.C. Priest
Rev. H. Daniel Sherman
Minister
Rev. Irving S. Jones
Minister
June 1 Brian Lee Morris
Denise Marie Masse






Rev. Leslie L. Leavitt.Jr.
Ordained Clergyman
Linda S. Jette
Justice of the Peace
June 22 John Harold Leavitt,Jr.
Patricia Arlene Boyden
July .3 David Carter Webb
Susan Elizabeth Walsh









Justice of the Peace
Rev. Leslie L. Leavitt.Jr.
Ordained Clergyman




MARRIAGES RECORDED IN THE TOWN OF ATKINSON
For the year ending December 31, 1986 - continued
Date Name of Groom and Bride Residence By Whom Married




Rev. Peter L. Miller
Minister





Justice of the Peace





Justice of the Peace




Rev. Robert F. Dobson
Pastor





Justice of the Peace




Rev. Robt. J. Keramery
R.C. Priest










Information on Trash Disposal
Monday pickup: Belknap Dr., Boylan Terr., Brookside Dr., Chase Island, Conley
Grove Rd . , Emery Dr., Hall Farm Rd., Hawthorne Dr., Hemlock Hts. Rd., Hemlock
Shore Dr., Houles Grove Rd., Hovey Meadow Rd . , Hoyt Cir., Island Pond Rd . , Kathi
Ln., King's Grove, Kipcam Rd., Lakeside Terr., Lippold Rd., Merrill Dr., Oak Hill
Cir., Old Coach Rd., Palmer Rd . , Pope Rd . , Rose Ln., Stickney Rd., Stonewall Ter .
,
Valcat Rd., Watgen Rd . , Westside Dr.
Thursday pickup: Academy Ave., Amberwood Dr., Birch Ln., Bittersweet Ln., Cotton-
tail Ln., Coventry Rd . , Crown Hill, Crystal Hill Cir., Crystal Hill Rd., Devon-
shire Rd., East Rd., Far View Hill Rd., Fernwood Way, Green Hill Dr., Hemlock Ave.,
Hickory Pond Rd . , High Hill Rd . , Huckleberry Ln., Kelly Ln., Knightland Rd . , Leroy
Ave., Linebrook Rd . , Lisheen Dr., Main St., Maple Ave., Mosher Dr., Newbury Dr.,
Pages Ln., Pebblebrook Rd . , Pine Knoll, Pine St., Robie Ln., Rockingchair Ln.,
Stage Rd . , Upland Ln., Washington Rd . , Wason Ln. , Williams Pond Rd . , Willowvale,
Woodlawn Ave., Woodside Dr., Wright Farm Rd.
Friday pickup: Blu'=bird Ln., Christine Dr., Dow Ave. « Forest Rd . , Geary Ln., High-
land Rd . , Jericho Rd . , Juniper Ln,, Meadow Ln., Meditation Ln., North Broadway,
Pheasant Ln. , Providence Hill Rd., Salem Rd . , Sawmill Rd . , Sawyer Ave., Scottsdale
Rd., Shannon Rd . , Sleepy Hollow, Summit Dr., Sunset Dr., Walker Rd . , Wood Dr.
1987 Holiday Schedule:
Patriot's Day - Mon. April 20. Collection will be Tues. April El
Memorial Day - Mon. May 25. Collection will be Tues. May 26
'th of July - Sat. July ^. No change in collection day.
Labor Day - Mon. Sept. 7. Collection will be Tues. Sept. 8
Columbus Day - Mon. Oct. 12. Collection will be Tues. Oct. 13
Veteran's Day - Sat. Nov. 11. No change in collection day.
Thanksgiving - Thurs. Nov. 26. Collection day will be Wed. Nov. 25. No change
for Fr i . collection
Christmas - Fri. Dec. 25. Thurs. Collection on Wed. Dec. 23; Fr i . collection on
Thurs. Dec. 24
New Years - Fri. Jan. 1. Thurs. collection on Wed. Dec. 30; Fri. collection on
Thur . Dec. 31
Trash should be curbside by 7:00 a.m.
Maximum amounts - 4 covered barrels <30 gal. cap.) or 8 plastic bags
Company will NOT go on property to collect trash.
Company not responsible for dog/animal littering of trash.
Company will collect one large item per week, (furniture which can be handled by
two people) leaves (no more than bags) brush (neatly tied, no more than 50
lbs.)
Brush Dump
Open during winter on an appointment basis. Please call Mrs. Morel li - 362-4493
During spring and fall the dump will be open on Saturdays and Sundays, for
disposal of brush and white goods. The dump will be open one day only during the
summer
.
APPLICATIOI FOR COMMITTEE APPOIITMEMT
If you are a registered voter of Atkinson and would like to serve as a
member of one of the following boards, commissions or committees, please
fill out the form below, checking your area of interest and submit it to
the Selectmen's Office.
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
DISPATCH COMMITTEE
PLANNING BOARD
TOWN BUILDING COMMITTEE
RECREATION COMMISSION
OTHER
NAME
ADDRESS
TELEPHONE
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